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Abstract: This work deals with daylighting for indoor quality atmospheres, considering building skins
and side-views. We also tested the vision perception provided by highly glazed façades. Several Spanish
restaurants were analyzed, and two were assessed and measured under outside midday high luminance.
The selected pictures can be identified as restaurants via MIT Scene Recognition software and are used
to demonstrate working, stressful, and socializing atmospheres. Light and vision detailed analysis was
performed defining three workplanes—“table”, “person”, and “outside”—from the viewpoint of the
user. The obtained DGP (daylight glare probability) for the first case (facing southeast) shows a higher
glare probability than the second (facing north). In both restaurants, there is notable spatial contrast
and high information content. If, in the overall perception, the adaptation from the intermediate
workplane is considered, the DGP is lower than if only one workplane is considered. The conducted
indicative survey shows that there is a high light contrast, and there are some undesirable visual
elements. The studied fully glazed façades tend to provide fraught atmospheres. These would be
useful for some stimulating activities; however, for calm restaurants that offer tasting menus with
quality food, it seems that the studied fully glazed façades may not be suitable.
Keywords: glazed façade; daylight; discomfort glare; hospitality; spatial contrast; visual comfort

1. Introduction
Daylighting is a design parameter that allows for the configuration of different indoor atmospheres
with low energy consumption [1]. Activities with side-lit spaces are very common. It is one of the most
ancient lighting applications owing to easy, practical, and nearby aperture on the façade. Usually, this
light is provided by a façade and is complemented by an outside view. This kind of view could be
called a side-view. On the one hand, in an office open-plan environment, it is proven that occupants
generally want a visual connection to the outdoors [2]. In addition, daylighting and outdoor views
increase efficiency in activity and provide stress relief [3]. Moreover, according to some psychological
studies, it is easier to concentrate if there are fewer objects to pay attention to [4]. Therefore, if occupants
are not comfortable, energy consumption will tend to rise, increasing electric lighting demand [5,6].
On the other hand, tasting, chatting, and having an outside view are very common activities
involved in the restaurant industry. In restaurants, the visual quality of an atmosphere is important.
However, not all façade designs can achieve a balanced concentration level on these particular
aforementioned activities. In these activities of tourist areas, visual discomfort is socially tolerated.
Cultural habits affect a user’s perception, but conditions without well-being are often accepted [7].
Intimacy is important for a calm and reserved atmosphere and provides an ideal atmosphere for
thinking, reflecting, and meditating [8].
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In the modern age with new materials for building structures as metal and concrete, façades ceased
to be bearing walls of stone. In addition, electric lighting, HVAC systems, and control over physical
environments have facilitated the glazing of façades [9]. At the same time, interest in landscapes and
cityscapes has increased the demand for glazed façades.
In recent decades, outdoor views at restaurants have increased [10]. Cityscapes, landscapes,
and seascapes as scenery have become valuable. In addition, the gastronomic sector has evolved
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Figure 1. Glazed façades of restaurants without overall building façade integration. In the first row,
restaurants with glazed façades in Zarautz (nearby Bilbao); in the second row, restaurants with glazed
façades in La Barceloneta (neighborhood of Barcelona).
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restaurants with glazed façades in Zarautz (nearby Bilbao); in the second row, restaurants with
glazed façades in La Barceloneta (neighborhood of Barcelona).
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The luminance meter (cd/m2 ) acceptance angle is approximately 1/30◦ . The limits are sufficient
to verify the measurements taken in our study, as the margins have not been exceeded in any case
(see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The two restaurants that have been selected in accordance with the most common pattern

Figure 3. The two restaurants that have been selected in accordance with the most common pattern
found among all restaurants analyzed. The picture on the left is a restaurant in La Barceloneta (Ca la
found among all restaurants analyzed. The picture on the left is a restaurant in La Barceloneta
Nuri). The picture on the right is a restaurant in Zarautz (Beach).
(Ca la Nuri). The picture on the right is a restaurant in Zarautz (Beach).
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The possible scaling of glare obtained by the DGP value can be stated as follows:
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Evalglare, a Radiance-based tool for glare evaluation, was used to calculate the above index.
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Figure 4. Workplane description. The three representative workplanes of dining activity next to the
façade with illuminance measurement points and descriptions of pictures taken.
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Describing the work scene with three workplanes is a better representation of reality. The visual
field is better described by taking into account different workplanes rather than only one. Usually, the
human brain works by contrasting values, not with absolute values. Thus, analyzing only extreme
views as outside or down is not practical because the perception of the luminance level is affected by
the previous vision.
Therefore, the extreme window or table luminance values are smoothed by intermediate face view,
in contrast to the classical method of the luminance source against the background luminance [26].
The adaptation of the vision and mind is important. Thus, it could be interesting and more practical
to add an earlier workplane’s luminance data to the glaring methods. Dynamic state methods can
approximate the overall real visual field more so than steady state methods [27,28].
Finally, the illuminance measurements were taken in each workplane (see Figure 3). In addition,
outside horizontal and vertical illuminance data were measured. Vertical illuminance data (see Table 2)
was used as reference data for the DGP index [29].
Table 2. Illuminance data (in lx) of each workplane.
Set points

Ca La Nuri

Beach

Eh
Ev
Eh1
Ev2
Ev3

82,000
13,200
2350
4100
9350

61,000
9900
420
610
1250

3.1. Recognition
As the front view, i.e., the face, is the picture that better describes the overall vision field, showing
parts of the three workplanes, the intermediate workplane of each restaurant is selected to test if the
information content of the picture is representative of the restaurant and what information has been
used as identification data.
After adding the front view workplane, i.e., the face, of each restaurant to the MIT Scene
Recognition Demo online application, the results of Ca La Nuri show the following: it has an indoor
environment; it has Restaurant Kitchen (0.12), Restaurant (0.12), Airport Terminal (0.09) Cockpit
(0.07) and Gallery (0.07) semantic categories; and it has Enclosed Areas, Man-made, No Horizon,
Cloth, Electric Indoor Lighting, Working, Semi-Enclosed Area, Research, Stressful, and Socializing
SUN (Scene UNderstanding) scene attributes. In addition, the results of the Beach restaurant show
the following: it has an indoor environment; it has Coffee Shop (0.19), Restaurants Kitchen (0.13),
Restaurant (0.11), Bar (0.09) and Ice Cream Parlor (0.08) semantic categories; and it has the following
scene attributes: Man-made, No Horizon, Enclosed Area, Cloth, Working, Glass, Semi-Enclosed Area,
Electric Indoor Lighting, Natural Light, and Glossy SUN scene attributes.
3.2. DGP
Three pictures have been analyzed as representative for each restaurant; in the first row, the Ca La
Nuri restaurant (pictures taken in 21 July 2014 at 10:00 Solar Time with Clear Sky, lat. 41.3◦ N long.
2◦ E), and in the next row, the Beach restaurant (pictures taken in 8 September 2015 at 10:00 Solar Time
with Clear Sky, lat. 43◦ N long. 2◦ W). Each picture corresponds to each workplane (see Figure 5);
the left ones to the first workplane, the table through the down view; the middle ones to the second
workplane, the face through the front view; and the right ones to the third workplane, the window
through the outside side-view.
The three workplanes, i.e., the table, the face, and the window of each restaurant have been tested
with Evalglare, a Radiance-based tool for glare evaluation [30]. Vertical illuminance data (in lx) of
each workplane has been used as reference data. The DGP index of each view has been compared to

Finally, for each photograph glaring source surfaces are detected, which were used to obtain the
DGP index and to show which surfaces need to be studied for glaring (see Tables 3 and 5).
Table 3. Three local workplanes (table, face, and window) and the mean Daylight Glare Probability
(DGP) index according to the overall workplanes.
Buildings 2016, 6, 53
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Workplane DGP (in %)
1 (table)

2 (face)

3 (window)

Overall (mean)

18

20

26

21

attain the overall glare perception. Note that the window workplane DGP value tends to be slightly
Ca La Nuri
30
40
71
47
overestimated because the DGP index is used for an indoor luminance range.
Beach
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3.3. Spatial Contrast
The bright contrast of one scene, as illuminance data on surfaces, is another parameter that
contributes to glaring. However, the geometry and dimension of this contrast in the space have
different perception results. The spatial contrast describes the local contrast according to pixel
number and contrasting neighboring pixels.
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Finally, for each photograph glaring source surfaces are detected, which were used to obtain the
DGP index and to show which surfaces need to be studied for glaring (see Table 3 and Figure 5).
Table 3. Three local workplanes (table, face, and window) and the mean Daylight Glare Probability
(DGP) index according to the overall workplanes.

Restaurants
Ca La Nuri
Beach

Workplane DGP (in %)
1 (Table)

2 (Face)

3 (Window)

Overall (Mean)

30
18

40
20

71
26

47
21

3.3. Spatial Contrast
The bright contrast of one scene, as illuminance data on surfaces, is another parameter that
contributes to glaring. However, the geometry and dimension of this contrast in the space have
different perception results. The spatial contrast describes the local contrast according to pixel number
and contrasting neighboring pixels.
Sometimes the classical high contrast perception concept [32] is not as disturbing as many high
local bright contrasts. This means that many different brightness details can bring a higher perception
of disturbance [33]. As a consequence, the spatial contrast could work as an information content
indicator in the area.
Therefore, the front view has been selected because it is the scene that better sums up the
workspace. The front picture of each restaurant is divided into three horizontal equal parts, the bottom
part, the central part, and the top part. From each part, the relation between the pixel brightness was
studied, as described in Table 4.
Table 4. Spatial contrast of the second workplane (the face) of each restaurant. The results are shown
as percentages.
Contrast Parameters

Bottom

Central

Top

Global

Spatial
Contrast

Ca La Nuri
Beach

0.54%
0.72%

0.79%
1.11%

0.74%
0.54%

0.69%
0.79%

Deviation/Mean

Ca La Nuri
Beach

105.11%
111.49%

82.74%
73.55%

94.81%
95.28%

94.23%
96.91%

3.4. Indicative Survey
As a precursory survey, eight people were polled at the restaurants; four women aged 25–35,
and four men, two aged 30–35 and two aged 50–55. The surveyed were seated at a table next to the
glazed façade, in the same position and with the workplanes defined previously. They were asked the
following questions: QA: Does the outside view disturb you? QB: Does the front and outside view
interaction disturb you? QC: Is there a high contrast between outside and inside lighting? QD: Are
you able to see a clear outside view? QE: Are there undesirable visual elements in the outside view?
QF: Do you think you would have more concentration and privacy with a less outside luminance
(brightness) and fewer visual elements? (see Figure 6)
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DGP glare;
results
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Ca
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glare;
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(see Figure
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However,
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other hand,level
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is glaring.
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glare
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required to define the atmosphere of the area. However, taking into account the adaptation from the
habits
increaseofglaring
Accordingly,
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combinations,
front cultural
view, the
perception
glare istolerance.
significantly
lower. Note
that theworkplane
cultural habits
increasethe
glaring
glaring prediction is approximates more to the glaring perception (see Table 3). Therefore, in the
tolerance. Accordingly, considering workplane combinations, the glaring prediction is approximates
overall visual field, there is a probability of glare (mean DGP 47%, disturbing), due to many large
more to the glaring perception (see Table 3). Therefore, in the overall visual field, there is a probability
outside luminous surfaces. The main glare sources are the sky and reflections from the ground
of glare
(mean
DGP 47%,
due
many large
outside
surfaces.
outside,
although
onlydisturbing),
the umbrellas
aretoselected
(see Figure
5).luminous
Second, the
DGP ofThe
the main
Beachglare
sources
are
the
sky
and
reflections
from
the
ground
outside,
although
only
the
umbrellas
are
selected
workplanes are as follows: table: imperceptible glare; face: imperceptible glare; window:
(see Figure
5). Second,
theThus,
Beachthere
workplanes
as follows:
table:(mean
imperceptible
imperceptible
glare the
(seeDGP
Tableof3).
is a low are
probability
of glare
DGP 21%,glare;
face: imperceptible).
imperceptible glare;
window:
imperceptible
glareelements,
(see Tablethe
3).outside
Thus, there
a lowhave
probability
However,
if there
were less shading
view is
would
some of
glare (mean DGP 21%, imperceptible). However, if there were less shading elements, the outside view
would have some glaring probability as would the front view. In this case, the glare sources are also
the sky and the ground outside (see Figure 5).
With reference to spatial contrast, in both restaurants, at the central part of the picture of the
second workplane according to the front view (see Figure 5), there is more spatial contrast (see Table 4).
This means that it is the most heterogeneous part; as a result, that part has more information content.
However, the standard deviation of the luminance is higher at the bottom part. Thus, the contrast is
higher, but it is the most homogeneous part. There are large surfaces; the outdoor luminous ground
and the indoor dark ground, with very different luminance values. It has a high contrast, but a low
amount of information content. Finally, the top part has a low contrast between the clear sky and the
luminous ceiling, as well as a low amount of information content.
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As for the survey, taking into account that it is a preliminary pool, the results indicate that
there is a high contrast between inside and outside lighting, causing glare probability. In addition,
they demonstrate that there are undesirable visual elements. Lastly, people think that with less
outside luminous surfaces and visual elements, they will have more concentration on activity and in
consequence more privacy (see Figure 6).
5. Discussion
The side-view could be an interesting aspect to take into account in daylighting studies in any
location because it is part of the most common visual atmospheres of different activities.
The results of the recognition tool show that the atmosphere could be stressful, and it has features
of working, researching, and socializing. These features do not seem to include quality concentration
on the outside view, tasting, and chatting. In addition, the “glass” and “natural light” features are
related to the studied context.
In the future, it will be interesting to test the following: first, regarding glaring methods, if glare
methods are valid for side-views in the hotel industry and if adding an initial illuminance value and
a required concentration level on the activity improves dynamic visual perception. There are some
results about experimental researches on discomfort glare produced by daylight that discrepancies
between comfort indexes [34]. Second, if spatial contrast as the geometry and the dimensions of surface
parameters and information content affect glaring, visual comfort, and thus concentration level. Third,
to confirm if there is a quantitative relation between the central spatial contrast and the bottom and
top parts according to the studied context, the table view, the face view, the window view, the glazed
façade, the clear outdoor ground, the dark indoor ground, the clear ceiling, and the dining equipment.
Fourth, confirm if there is a quantitative relation between the bottom luminance deviation and the top
and central parts. Finally, if the glazed façades at restaurants can be split by separating the outside view
from the lighting [35] with the combination of windows and Complex Fenestration Systems [36–38].
In order to achieve a balance between spatial contrast and light level. So, a balance between outside
view, glare probability, spatial contrast, light level and concentration level on tasting and chatting [39].
Add that apart of indoor and outdoor luminance contrast the color temperature of the light
is another parameter that contributes to vision comfort [40]. Usually with side-lighting without
redirecting systems, the inside light perception is darker than the view through the window. Sometimes,
with enough daylight level, users want to switch the electric lighting. However, it is not to increase
the light level, it is insignificant compared with the daylight flux, but it is significant for the inside
atmosphere (reddish). If inside facings are cool (bluish), as it is at midday, the daylighting color
temperature is “bluish,” and the inside is dark, there can be no comfort vision according to Kruithof’s
curve [41–43]. In Table 5, the mean RGB based on 255 and their CIE xy chromaticity values of the
front view pictures are shown. The color temperature is obtained according to Planckian black-body
radiators and the Planckian locus (see Figure 7).
Table 5. RGB and xy (CIE 1931) chromaticity values of the second workplane (the face) for each restaurant.
Restaurants

RGB

Bottom

Central

Top

Overall

Ca La Nuri

R
G
B
x
y

68.148
65.414
81.027
0.3223
0.3047

98.480
97.024
108.208
0.3273
0.3188

80.069
79.253
76.976
0.3362
0.3369

82.232
80.564
88.738
0.3286
0.3204

Beach

R
G
B
x
y

50.304
47.679
50.180
0.3347
0.3259

108.595
106.286
115.095
0.3399
0.3226

58.564
57.125
57.739
0.3348
0.3316

72.488
70.364
74.338
0.3323
0.3258

Beach
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6. Conclusions

anylocation,
location,
in outdoor
an outdoor
midday
high luminance
to recognition
the spatial
In any
in an
midday
high luminance
context, context,
accordingaccording
to the spatial
recognition
results, thetest
additional
test of a recognition
tool shows indications
that the
pictures
have a
results,
the additional
of a recognition
tool shows indications
that the pictures
have
a “working”
semantic category and a “stressful” scene attribute. Therefore, studied highly glazed façades could
tend to provide fraught atmospheres. It would be useful for some stimulating activities; however, for
calm restaurants, which offer tasting menus with quality food, it seems that the studied highly glazed
façades may not be very suitable. The information content could be an interesting aspect to consider in
future studies. The formal composition of building façades, including restaurant façades and other
activities, should take this into account, i.e., a recommendation for the design aspects of highly glazed
façades emerge from here.
The daylight glare probability index could be useful for glare prediction in the hotel industry.
In the studied context, there is a correlation between vertical illuminance and visual luminance owing
to the highly glazed façade light performance. Therefore, the DGP results cohere. On the one hand, next
to the south glazed façade, there is a high probability of glare, whereas, in the north orientation, there
is a lower glare probability. In both, the exterior horizontal surfaces, the outside ground, and the sky
are the most probable glare sources (see Figure 5). On the other hand, in both climates, there is notable
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spatial contrast (see Table 4) and, as a result, a high content information probability. According to the
results of the recognition tool, the central part of the pictures contains the most relevant information.
Regarding perception, taking into account the activity of users, with the adoption of three
workplanes, the overall glare perception could change; as a result, glare probability tended to be lower.
According to mean DGP, the perception of intolerant glare probability for the third workplane of the
outside view through the window in the Ca La Nuri restaurant is reduced. The mean DGP is close to
the disturbing glare probability, due to the contribution of the intermediate front view workplane’s
DGP. In spite of a high demand from the hotel industry, the tolerance for light comfort is relatively
high. A dining atmosphere with a highly glazed façade seems that it does not very properly offer an
optimal visual comfort with a clear outside view and an adequate concentration level on tasting and
chatting. In conclusion, the required concentration level on the activity, the initial luminance value and
thus the initial illuminance data, and the spatial contrast could be interesting indicators to consider in
daylight glare methods. This study could be useful for other activities that require three workplanes,
namely, a down view (e.g. tablet/paper), a front view (e.g. person), and a far view (e.g. entrance).
It seems that, as a next step, a side-window that provides a framed outdoor side-view and
fewer outdoor luminous surfaces could decrease glare probability, undesirable elements, spatial
contrast, and information content, and could increase the concentration level probability and privacy.
Complex fenestration systems could increase indoor light levels and decrease the light contrast. Less
but better distributed light, providing an accurate illuminance value to each workplane, would help to
improve the indoor atmosphere. Color temperature could improve visual comfort as well. The three
systems could help to keep comfort with low energy consumption. For future studies, a split façade
could provide an accurate atmosphere with a side-view under outdoor midday high luminance and a
lower probability of glare. Note that the bounded side-view could cause a greater local contrast due to
an unchanged high outdoor luminance. However, an accurate side-view size and direction, according
to the user’s point of view, could provide a nice outdoor view and a light and comfortable atmosphere
and maintain a good concentration level.
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